Dear Work Center Community,

Communications from the World Health Organization, CDC and Massachusetts public health officials have clearly communicated that one of the most effective measures for controlling the spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19) is social distancing. Based on that strong recommendation, these Fine Arts Work Center public programs have been cancelled through April 24th:

MARCH 13 – Talk – Visiting Artist Hiroyuki Hamada
MARCH 13 – Open Studio – Jake Troyli (Visual Arts Fellow 2019-2020)
MARCH 14 – Talk – Visiting Writer Carmen Maria Machado
APRIL 1 – Readings – Hanna Pylväinen and Alex Walton (Writing Fellows 2019-2020)
APRIL 3-8 – Exhibition – Akiko Jackson (Visual Arts Fellow 2019-2020 and 2013-2014)
APRIL 17-18 – Open Studios – 2019-2020 Fellows
APRIL 21 – Talk – Visiting Curator Ruth Erikson
APRIL 24 – Talk – Visiting Curator Susan Cross

There may be further cancellations. Updates will be shared on this website and our social media channels.

While these changes are very disappointing, as a community of artists and writers we are committed to our responsibilities as citizens in fighting this pandemic. We will advance in new ways, and encourage all artist communities to document the work of the artists and writers on their sites during these trying days.

Richard MacMillan
Executive Director